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1- Psychologists use four basic tools to assess personality: personal interviews, direct observation of

behavior, objective tests, and projective tests.
1. be interested in

2. break into

3. make a judgment about

4. put something on

2- Early childhood, from the age of about 18 months through the sixth year, was labeled the

………………. stage by Piaget.
1. formal

2. solitary

3. parental

4. preoperational

3- If, after learning, reinforcement is no longer contingent on a response, the response will become

less likely to occur.
1. mental

2. dependent

3. logical

4. central

- Among the factors involved in the effectiveness of punishment are its intensity, its consistency,

the contingency between behavior and punishment.
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5- In classical conditioning, a neutral stimulus (CS) regularly precedes an unconditioned stimulus (US)

that evokes an unconditioned response (UR).
2. drinks

1. flies

3. comes after

4. comes before

- Adolescents’ sexuality includes problems of sexual preference and delinquency as well as

psychological disorders such as anorexia nervosa, schizophrenia and depression.
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7- ……………… psychologists study the changes that occur during all or part of the life span.
1. Develop

2. Development

3. Developmental

4. Developmentally

-٨ Jung also conceived of two general attitude types: extroversion and introversion.
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-٩ Projective tests of personality use ambiguous stimuli that can elicit an unlimited number of

responses.
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10- Learning is defined as any relatively permanent change in behavior that occurs as a result of

practice or experience.
1. brings

2. hides

3. happens

4. moves

11- He augments his income by teaching in the evenings.
1. forms

2. knows

3. breaks

4. increases

12- There has been an increase in the number of juveniles brought to court.
1. child schools

2. emotions

3. young people

4. infants

13- By teaching our children properly, we avoid ……… in the society.
1. enrolment

2. delinquency

3. education

4. infancy

3. column

4. period

14- This book is an ………… to preschool education.
1. introduction

2. diversity

15- Do not be hard on yourself. You did not hurt the child on ……………
1. purposeful

2. purposeless

3. purposely

4. purpose

3. not need

4. doesn’t need to

3. emoted

4. emotionally

16- You’ve got plenty of time, you …………… hurry.
1. don’t need

2. don’t need to

17- He does not have any control over his ……………..
1. emotions

2. emotional

18- Which sentence is CORRECT?
1. The man friendly who is here.

2. The man who is friendly here.

3. Here the friendly man who is.

4. The man who is here is friendly.

19- The teacher …………… the children how to use the tools.
1. is being shown

2. is showing

3. been shown

4. had been shown

20- What he said did not have much bearing on the problem.
1. mind
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2. opinion

3. relevance
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21- The …………… of this university died 30 years ago.
1. foundation

2. founder

3. found

4. foundational

3. register

4. take

3. childish

4. children

22- She decided to enroll in the history course.
1. do

2. add

23- His behavior is not acceptable. He acts …………………..
1. childishly

2. child

24- There was a wide diversity of opinion in the committee.
1. variety

2. cooperation

3. feeling

4. activity

3. but also

4. both

3. grows

4. travels

3. creative

4. creatively

25- She is a teacher ……………….. a mother.
1. not only

2. as well as

26- She didn’t ……………… in the discussion.
1. enlarge

2. participate

27- The teacher ……………. an atmosphere of love.
1. creates

2. creation

28- We need a blood sample to start the medical examination.
1. need

2. period

3. specimen

4. formula

3. treat

4. treatable

29- A man should ………….. his fellow man with love.
1. treatment

2. treated

30- I think a good house …………….. be big, but it must have a nice garden.
1. don’t need

2. needn't

3. doesn’t needed to

4. not need
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